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1. Clauses are usually placed on separate lines for ________________.

     	      indication

     	--->> readability

     	      delete

     	      output

2. SQL statements are not case sensitive, unless indicated.

     	--->> True

     	      False

     	      Not sure

     	      Partially True

3. RDBMS stands for:

     	--->> Relational Database Management System

     	      Relational Data Management System

     	      Ratio Database Management System

     	      Real Database Management System

4. To extract data from the database, you need to use the SQL __________ statement

     	      DELETE

     	      INSERT

     	--->> SELECT

     	      REMOVE

5. Transaction Control manages the changes made by the __________ statements

     	--->> DML
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     	      DCL

     	      DDL

     	      DDC

6. To bring together data that is stored in different tables by creating a link between 
them is called?

     	--->> Joining

     	      Projection

     	      Selection

     	      All of the options

7. To choose the columns in a table that you want to return by your query, you use 
____________

     	      Selection

     	      SQL

     	      Decide Clause

     	--->> Projection

8. All are the basic Transaction control languages EXCEPT?

     	      Commit

     	      Rollback

     	      Savepoint

     	--->> Grant Statement

9. The structure of any database table can be view by using the _____________ of the 
SQL statement

     	--->> clause

     	      row

     	      Colum

     	      statements
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10. SQL can not allow the construction codes manipulating database

     	      True

     	--->> False

     	      Not sure

     	      Partially True
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